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Peo pl e a rou nd t he g lob e
d epend on L DV c us to m ve hic le s .
The world is changing and the reliance on quality-built
law enforcement vehicles is a necessity. We know your job
depends on it. That’s why we take more than 40 years of
experience and knowledge and put it into every truck we
build or retrofit. Leveraging our superior craftsmanship,
we are dedicated to giving you the confidence you need
when you hit the road, day in and day out, year after year.
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Our vehicles

LDV law enforcement vehicles are more than just
trucks. They are an extension of your department.

boast the

These vehicles allow you to organize and deploy

longest life

officers safely from the field. It’s no surprise that

cycle in the

our custom-built vehicles are utilized throughout

market and the

the globe. From small platform units and trailers all
the way up to multiple slide-out room cab chassis

highest resale

mobile command centers, every law enforcement

value in the

vehicle we build is done with the same exceptional
craftsmanship and passion. We also have the best

industry.

after-sale support in the industry with lifetime phone
and email support for your LDV-built vehicle. Need
to troubleshoot an issue? We have qualified staff to
help you. Need a replacement part? We have in-stock
replacement and maintenance parts right here at our
facility and most will ship out next day to keep your
vehicle operational. We invite you to tour our facilities
in Burlington, Wisconsin so you can see for yourself
why there is an LDV difference.
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CHOOSE YOUR PLATFORM

PROVEN CHASSIS
CONFIGURATIONS FOR
YOUR DEPARTMENT

CAB CHASSIS

Nobody offers more platform options
for your new law enforcement vehicle
than LDV. Whether you need a lightduty vehicle or a 53-foot trailer, LDV can

Cab chassis vehicles offer the most flexibility and
vehicle lengths for your new law enforcement vehicle.
We offer chassis options from all manufacturers. The
addition of slide-out rooms further increases the
usable interior space of your vehicle.

design, engineer and build a top-quality
vehicle your department can rely on. To
help you select the right platform, you
can review past vehicle builds, drawings,
and photos from our comprehensive
library of proven solutions. Consult with
an LDV Sales Representative about the
benefits and design options each of our
platforms offer.
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WALK-IN VANS
We offer walk-in van chassis options from Freightliner
and Ford. These vehicles are offered in many different
versatile lengths and can be built with flat-floor slideout rooms. Gas and diesel options as well as non-CDL
options provide great flexibility in this platform.

CARGO VAN
Quick and agile, Transit and Sprinter chassis options
are excellent vehicles when a larger unit isn’t needed.
Integrate interior and exterior workstations, roof-top
satellite and communications and more within this
extremely versatile platform.

CUTAWAY CAB
Ford chassis options are versatile and require no CDL
to operate. They also have the benefit of flat side and
rear walls for maximum interior volume. Side and
rear entry access, exterior storage boxes, retractable
awnings and more are all possible in this platform.
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TRAILERS
Already have a vehicle that can pull a trailer? LDV offers
a variety of trailer options for those looking to build
their next law enforcement vehicle as a non-drivable
option.
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DEPLOYMENT READY

RE L I AB LE VE HICLE S
T H AT ARE RE ADY
WHEN YO U ARE
Jam-packed with user-friendly
technology and features, LDV law
enforcement vehicles come ready to
work. Once complete, we encourage your
department to take delivery of your new
vehicle here at our facilities in Burlington,
Wisconsin. We provide complete systems
training so you are confident and ready
to put the truck into service. If that isn’t
possible, we will deliver the vehicle to you
and provide the training. LDV vehicles are

Automatic awnings over
each slide-out room

LDV
leads the
industr y in
technology,
innovation,
fit and
finish and
more.

Freightliner M2 106
conventional cab chassis

Cummins L9 350HP diesel

mega-reliable. It’s not uncommon for our
custom vehicles to be used for 15 years

Air suspension and brakes

or more. Should you want to retrofit your
law enforcement vehicle with the latest
technology, we can help with that too.
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Mast-mounted IP camera
Latest in emergency
lighting technology

Heavy-duty telescoping pneumatic mast with
high capacity for multiple configurations of
top-mounted gear

Fully welded, watertight aluminum
antenna raceway on roof

Flat-floor slide-out rooms

Fixed deep-tint
slide-out room
window

Generous
exterior storage
compartments
Stabilizer jacks

25-kW 120/240Vac liquid-cooled diesel generator
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Multiple workstation layouts

B

Radio communications

TA K E C OMMAND
LDV mobile command vehicles
are known around the globe for
their ease of deployment, userfriendly features and field-tested
reliability.
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C

Ample storage configurations

D

Slide-out rooms provide a comfortable work environment

Manage your officers from a single, mobile command post. LDV law enforcement vehicles
are designed to suit your specific department’s needs. We can integrate interior and exterior
workstations, conference areas, smart boards, radio and satellite communications, weather
stations, galley-style kitchens, storage cabinetry and more. Above are just some of the features
we can add to your mobile command vehicle.
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Weather station

F

Touchscreen collaboration monitor

G

Center workstation
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Custom connection ports

J

High resolution monitors
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TA K E C ONTROL
The industry’s best vehicle
automation system.

Today’s law enforcement vehicles are complex engineering marvels. LDV’s Intel-I-Touch™ vehicle
automation system puts full vehicle control at your fingertips. Nobody in the industry has an
all-inclusive system that is as user-friendly as the Intel-I-Touch. All vital vehicle functions are
controlled through the easy-to-navigate touch panel. Slide-out rooms, lighting, HVAC, satellite and
more are all accessed via the Intel-I-Touch. When you want to simplify the deployment of your
vehicle, be sure to request the LDV Intel-I-Touch system.
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❱❱ AC power distribution
control and monitoring
for the generator with
power management

Our Intel-I-Touch™ vehicle automation
system is the only one of its kind in the
industry. It allows full vehicle control in
an easy-to-use touch screen interface.

❱❱ DC power distribution
control and monitoring
❱❱ Manual or automatic
generator control
❱❱ HVAC and temperature
control.
❱❱ Lighting control with
day/night mode
❱❱ Automatic power
transfer switches
❱❱ Automated startup and
shutdown procedures
❱❱ Seamless control of
generators, lighting,
awnings and additional
devices
❱❱ Mast control
❱❱ Safety interlocks
❱❱ Mobile control and
monitoring using iPad
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SPECIFY YOUR VEHICLE T YPE

LAW ENFORCEMENT
IS OUR SPECIALTY
Consider LDV law enforcement vehicles
to be an extension of your department.
We understand your needs and will
design and build you a custom vehicle
that enhances your department. We have
delivered over 30,000 custom vehicles to
date, a large portion of those being law

MOBILE COMMAND CENTERS

enforcement vehicles in our 40+ years in
business.

CRIME SCENE INVESTIGATION
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HAZMAT

SWAT & TACTICAL VEHICLES

HOSTAGE NEGOTIATION

EOD & BOMB DISPOSAL VEHICLES

CATASTROPHE RESPONSE
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BUILT IN BURLINGTON

TRUE CRAFTSMEN
BUILD EXCEPTIONAL
CUSTOM VEHICLES

Every custom vehicle we build is
constructed by true American craftsmen
right here in Burlington, Wisconsin. We
have on-site fabrication, woodworking,
electrical, graphics, paint and body
services. No other custom vehicle
builder has all of these departments
under one roof. Spanning
over 180,000 square feet, LDV
operates as a symphony of
vehicle construction. We invite
you to pay us a visit and see
for yourself the quality and
craftsmanship that we put into
every vehicle we build.
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CUSTOMER SERVICE LEADER

BEFORE, DURING
AND AFTER THE SALE
“It was an absolute pleasure to deal with LDV.
We really appreciate all of the extra effort that
was put into this build. I’m sure we’ll get many
years of use and enjoyment out of this truck.”

Customer service is our top priority. From the initial
discussions regarding your new vehicle, to the build
process, keeping you informed on your vehicle’s
status, sending photo updates along the way and our
exceptional lifetime post-sale support. Nobody in
the industry stocks as many replacement parts or
offers in-house support staff that know your vehicle
inside and out like we do. Need a maintenance
part? We stock it. Need help on how to operate one
of your vehicle’s systems? Call our team of experts
and they’ll help you. Even when your new vehicle is
delivered, we provide extensive training on how to
operate everything.

Long after the sale, we are your partner.
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D rive n to d e live r.
LDV, Inc. Custom Specialty Vehicles
180 Industrial Drive • Burlington, WI 53105
800.558.5986
©2019 LDV, INC. USA
LDV, Inc. and the LDV logo, as well as the corporate and product identity used herein, are trademarks of LDV, Inc. and may not be used
without permission. Every effort has been made to ensure that information contained within this brochure is accurate. All rights reserved.
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#loveyourLDVtruck
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